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INTRODUCTION 
Industrial inspection is the process of verifying that a given product meets the design specifications. In many 
industries such inspection is done manually which is both expensive and slow. Manual inspection also has the 
disadvantage that diagnoses may not be consistent from one inspector to another and for one inspector over time. 
Sherlock was designed with the objective of solving as many image-based industrial inspection problems as 
possible. Because of the wide variety of flaw types and image modalities one encounters in industry, the detection 
scheme was based on a modular pattern recognition scheme that learns to recognize the flaws from examples. This 
detection scheme is based on extraction of local features which are classified using neural networks and fuzzy logic 
classifiers. 
SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
In Figure I, the major components of Sherlock are illustrated. The system takes any type of digital image 
input. After initialization and training (performed by an operator) the system can run a continuous automatic 
inspection without any human supervision. The inspection results can then be found in automatically generated 
inspection reports. 
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Figure 1. System Overview of Sherlock, a general purpose image-based industrial inspection system. 
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Figure 2. Illustration of the detection scheme. 
DETECTION SCHEME 
Sherlock consists of four basic software modules which are closely associated with each of the steps in the 
actual detection process: I) preprocessor, 2) feature e~ .. tractor, 3) feature sets, and 4) classifiers. 
Preprocessing includes noise cleaning, trend removal, and any other simple image processing that can ease 
the detection problem 
Feature Extraction is the process where the numerical quantities, on which the detection later will be based. 
are extracted (calculated). These numerical quantities are called features and are organized infoature vectors. 
Feature Sets are combinations of features used for classification purposes. Information that is important in the 
detection of flaws may vary from problem to problem. It is therefore important to have a battery of different feature 
sets to choose from to cover the broadest range of detection problems possibly. 
Classifiers are the algorithms that actually process the extracted information (features) and determine if there 
is a flaw and where it is. 
The major components of the detection scheme are illustrated in Figure 2. A set of n-dimensional feature 
vectors are extracted from the input image. These feature vectors represent n images, called feature maps in this 
paper. These feature vectors are then fed into the classifier which generates an output image in which the flaws are 
labeled. 
FEATURE EXTRACTION 
When extracting features in an image it is important to extract local information in order to determine the size 
of the flaw and localize its position as accurate as possible. Sherlock extracts local features by moving a window on 
top of the image. For each window position a feature vector is extracted. The obtainable detection resolution, with 
respect to flaw size and flaw position, is equal to the number of pixels by which the window is moved between each 
position. 
Feature extraction can be considered mathematically as a mapping from one image to n images with a 
resolution of k x k pixels where n is the number of elements in the feature vector and k is the number of pixels by 
which the window is moved each time. This is utilized in Sherlock with a function called feature map. This 
function generates images based upon individual elements in the feature vector. Such images make it easy to 
evaluate how well one particular feature separates flaws and background in the feature space. 
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DESCRIPTION OF FEATURE SETS 
Even though the eye can identifY a flaw in an x-ray image, it can be very difficult to find numerical quantities, 
features. that are able to discriminate between that flaw and the background. In Sherlock, there are two main flaw 
describing strategies. Flaws are assumed to differ from the backgroUIid in texture, or flaws are expected to have 
different spectral content. In Sherlock there are three feature sets of each which will be discussed here. 
First Order Histogram Features 
These features are simple texture descriptors based on properties of the first order pixel distribution. The 
mathematical expressions are found in eq.(l). Our test results so far suggest that this feature set can be used for a 
wide variety of detection problems. The mean and energy contain intensity information, the skewness and kurtosis 
identifY sharp peaks and edges while entropy and the standard deviation give a measure of intensity fluctuations. 
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These features are second order texture descriptors and measure correlation between two pixels at a distance r 
and an angle e. Frequencies of pairs of intensity levels are accumulated in a co-occurrence matrix. The extracted 
features are measures ofthe energy spread of the diagonal of this matrix (see eq. (2». 
Our test results show that this feature set extracts a lot of useful information. The autocorrelation and the 
energy give intensity related information. covariance. inertia, and absolute value contain information about edge 
sharpness. and the inverse difference provides information about small intensity fluctuations. 
AutocorrelatiOlr S. = LLabP(a,b) 
· . 
Covarianc~ Sc = LL(a-ii)(b-b)P(a,b) 
· . 
Inertia, S, = LL(a-b)'P(a,b) 
· . (2) 
Absolute Value, Sv = LL!a-b!P(a,b) 
· . 
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Cosine Transform Features 
These features extract spectral information and are widely used in image compression for their good energy 
compaction and computational efficiency. Preliminary results suggest that these features can be used in several 
detection problems. One example of the uses of these features is to distinguish between edges of different 
orientations. 
The actual elements in the feature vector are the nine upper left elements in the transform described in the 
following equations: 
#-1#-1 [(2X+I)U1r] [(2Y +I)Vn] C(u,v)=a(u)a(v)LLf(x,y)cos --- cos ---
•• 0,.0 2N 2N 
#-1#-1 [(2X+ I)un] [(2Y + I)Vn] f(x,y)=a(u)a(v)LLC(u,VjCOS --- cos ---
._0,_0 2N 2N 
a(u)= if:[; [o,u=o 1 a otherwise 
DESCRIPTION OF CLASSIFIERS 
(3) 
Once a good set offeatures is extracted, it has to be fed into a classifier. For a classifier to work well it has to 
be able to extract the relevant information in the features. Most classifiers have certain assumptions about the input 
features like, for example, orthogonality. Choosing a feature set and a classifier should therefore not be done 
independently. 
Supervised vs. Unsupervised Classifiers 
There are two types of classifiers: unsupervised and supervised. An unsupervised classifier is an algorithm 
that analyzes the input features as-is without any prior knowledge. These classifiers are commonly called clustering 
algorithms. A supervised classifier is an algorithm that prior to classification goes through a training process, also 
called learning. During this process, internal parameters are adjusted according to a set of provided prototypes 
labeled with their class belongingness. These prototypes are called training data. Of these two types of classifiers, 
supervised are generally the most powerful. Sherlock has both types of classifiers, but in this paper we will focus on 
supervised classifiers. 
Nearest Neighbor 
This is a simple supervised classifier. Given training data, prototypes of each class are generated. These 
prototypes can, for example, be the cluster center of each class. The classification using nearest neighbor, as the 
name says, assigns unknown vectors to the same class as the closest prototype in the feature space. "Closeness" is 
measured using a weighted Euclidean distance from the cluster center to the feature location in feature space. 
Single Layer Perceptron Network 
A perceptron is a reward punishment scheme based upon a supervised classifier. It is one of the few neural 
networks that guarantees convergence if the classes are linearly separable. The perceptron algorithm optimizes the 
objective function : 
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J(w,X) = ±(IW T XI-W T x) 
where w = weight vector and x = feature vector 
Fuzzy Single Layer Perceptron Network 
(8) 
This classification is a fuzzified version of the above classifier and is an attempt to extend the convergence 
propenies of the conventional perceptron network to cases where the classes are not linearly separable. In the 
training phase, each pattern is given a fuzzy membership score of importance depending on how far it is from its 
class center. Training is terminated when all patterns having a larger membership than a certain tolerance are 
correctly classified. The following equations show the weight updating procedure for the conventional and fuzzy 
perceptron network respectively for a two-class problem: 
{o if w J (k)x(k) > 0 wJ(k + \) = wjCk) + c 
x(k) if wJ (k)x(k) S 0 
(9) 
w(k + I) = wCk) + l,u,(k) - ,u,(kf cx(k) (10) 
Sorting Fuzzy Classifier 
The sorting fuzzy classifier is a classifier based on a feature-wise fuzzification of the feature vectors. A 
vector is given a fuzzy score depending on how similar it is to one of the prototypes i.e. fuzzy rules. Scores are 
given feature-for-feature and then combined to give a score for the whole vector. Scores are computed for each 
fuzzy rule, and the unknown vector can be classified by the commonly used centroid principle or, for example, to 
the class of the rule that triggered the highest score. Figure 3 illustrates how a decision is made based upon these 
features. 
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Figure 3. Illustration of feature-wise fuzzification in Soning Fuzzy classifier. 
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TRAINING AND CLASSIFICATION 
In most cases a supervised classifier is preferred over an unsupervised classifier because it can be trained to 
look for exactly what we want instead of looking for natural differences in the training data. This is important if 
two classes are very close together or partially overlapping in feature space. In such cases, one has to train the 
classifier, i.e. feeding it with known prototypes of the different classes, before the actual classification can take 
place. 
Figure 4 illustrates both the training and classification process. In the training process, known prototypes are 
analyzed by the classifier in order to find decision boundaries in feature space between the different classes. These 
decision boundaries are stored in terms of weights or rules and are often referred to as a knowledge base. Unknown 
feature vectors are classified by using this knowledge base. 
CLASSIFICATION 
Low Contrast Flaw in Optical Images 
The results reported here are examples of automatic supervised classification that could have been 
implemented in a real-time system for monitoring productio-n of rugs. The objective of the inspection is to identify 
regions with flaws. The rugs consists of .25" fibers that all are pointing in the same angle out of the rug basement. 
Sometimes these fibers get skewed, and sometimes the fibers themselves have problems. Both of these cases are 
defined as flawed rug regions which the manufacturer would like to automatically identify. 
The images for the inspection to be reported were acquired using a light source, a camera, and a frame 
grabber. Flaw regions in this setting appear as darker regions in the image. A total of four images were inspected 
of which one was used as the training image. In this image, three prototypes were extracted from flaw regions and 
three prototypes were extracted from non-flaw regions. The rest of the image and the other unknown images were 
classified based on these six prototypes. 
The extracted features were normalized using a mean-standard deviation scheme to compensate for 
differences in mean and variance between the images. The features extracted was the first order histogram features, 
and the classifier was the single layer perceptron network. 
The-{)riginal images and the corresponding classification results are shown in Figure 5. The white rectangles 
in the original images are labels used for image acquisition purposes. White regions in the output images signify 
flaws. The feature extraction and classification procedures used were quite effective in detecting the desired 
information. 
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Figure 4. Illustration of the training and classification process when using supervised classifiers. 
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Figure 5. Classification results of low-contrast flaws in optical images. The top row contains four sample images. 
The lower images are the classification results for the images above them. 
High-Contrast Flaws in Busv X-ray Image 
The objective of this problem is to identifY flaws in x-ray images containing trends and busy geometry. The 
problem is more challenging than the flawed rug problem because of two reasons. First of all the unknown images 
in this case are a lot more different than the original training image. Secondly, there are several types of 
complicated structures in the image which makes the classification problem a lot harder. 
The training data consists of IS prototypes extracted from the upper left image in Figure 6. Three of these 
prototypes are extracted from the flaw region which appears as a bright white spot. The other twelve prototypes are 
extracted from a horizontal line in the middle of the image, giving information about the structures in the image 
that has to be ignored. Classification of the rest of the image and the other unknown images were solely based on 
these 15 prototypes. 
The features used in this inspection are two second-order histogram features: inertia, and covariance. The 
chosen classifier is sortingjuzzy classifier. The classification results are shown in Figure 6. The two first images 
on the left contain one flaw each in which both have been correctly classified as indicated by the white spot in the 
output image. The two next images are examples of images without flaws. but with varying level of contrasts. None 
of these two images triggered any false alarms in their output images. 
CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented Sherlock, a new prototype system for automatic image-based general purpose 
industrial inspection system. The system has been tested for low and high contrast flaws in optical and x-ray 
images, respectively. The system learns from examples and can be tailored to solve detection problems in any type 
of image. 
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Figure 6. Classification results of high-contrast flaws in busy x-ray images. Each lower image is the classification 
result for the image above it. 
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